Here we discuss our approach of storing genotype data and obtaining elements of IBS matrices and contingency tables. For each individual we employ one array of an integer data type with the largest word length l available for the computation architectures (for both C/C++ and hardware currently l = 64 bit). The size n of that array has to be sufficiently large to provide one bit for each of N SNPs, thus n = N/l . This structure is needed once for each genotype and the missingness of genotyping information {gt0, gt1, gt2, missing}, thus four times in total. In short, we provide a multidimensional array of dimension array(M)(n)(4), where M is the number of individuals. In this way, for every individual and every SNP four bits are provided. The bit of the genotype, corresponding to the actual genotype at a given SNP and individual, is set to 1, and 0 for the other three. This kind of storage saves 50% of memory compared to one-byte-per-genotype storage. It is possible to save another 25% of memory, at the cost of a small additional computational burden, by omitting the missing genotyping information and replace its access, where needed, by ∼ ( gt0 | gt1 | gt2 ). Calculation of the IBS value between two individuals can now be performed by comparing, according to
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where N is the number of loci successfully genotyped in both individuals and g ik is the nominal genotype {0, 1, 2} (number of expressed minor alleles) for individual i at locus k, the genotypes of 64 SNPs at once using binary operations. Then the information of those SNPs is added by calculating the horizontal checksum by employing modern versions of the Hamming weight method [1] . In the same manner, by transposing the first two dimensions of the array, yielding array(N)(m)(4) with m = M/l , we are able to calculate the elements of contingency tables, minor allele frequencies and missing rates with a tremendous gain in computational performance compared to naïve integer evaluations.
Appendix B: The Hungarian Clustering Algorithm
Here we describe the algorithm adapted from [2] . The basic idea of the algorithm is the correspondence between the assignment problem and the cycle cover problem. The cycle cover problem seeks an extremizedweight subset of edges that constitutes a union of cycles, while each vertex belongs to exactly one cycle.
To apply this idea we consider a complete weighted bipartite graph G(V, E, w), with vertices V = O ∪ A, in which O ∩ A = ∅, edges E ⊆ V × V and weights w : E → R. The edges are weighted with the pairwise IBS values of the individuals w(i, j) = s ij , for i = j, and the diagonal weights are set to zero, w(i, i) = 0, to represent the non-existence of loops. Note, that the set of edges for this problem is E ⊆ V × V , where for the assignment problem it was E ⊆ O × A. Note, that the authors of that work considered minimized distances, whereas, in our work, we consider the maximized weights. In a given iteration step of the algorithm we have k clusters, with l i elements each, C i = {c i,1 , . . . , c i,li } where i = 1 . . . k and V = k i=1 C i . 0 regard every point as a single cluster, k = n and C i = {i} ∀i = 1, . . . , k . 1 Compute the weight matrix w(C i , C j ) for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k according to the description given in the paragraph below. 2 Apply the Hungarian Method to find the optimal cycle cover in the complete weighted bipartite graph with vertices {C 1 , . . . , C k } . 3 Update the number of clusters, k, to be equal to the number of cycles in the optimal cycle cover. New clusters are built up by the union of the old clusters that are connected by the cycles in the optimal cycle cover.
4 If the number of new clusters is less than the number of old clusters, go to step 1. Otherwise we are finished. For calculating the weight matrix we employ the following procedure: let T be some fixed integral parameter. 1 Consider all clusters pairwise: take the maximal weight between points of both sets
This is the maximized weight equivalent to the topological distance, which we will call topological weight in the following. 2 Let c i,r ∈ C i and c j,ŝ ∈ C j be the points of maximal weight, w(C i , C j ) = w(c i,r , c j,ŝ ). Let t (j) i be the number of points inside cluster C i that have a higher weight to the point c i,r than to the cluster C j :
set w(C i , C j ) = 0. This regards two clusters as being too far apart to be combined. 3 Set w(C i , C i ) = 0 which prevents a cluster to be matched as a singleton. If C i has zero weight to all other clusters, w(C i , C j ) = 0 ∀j = 1 . . . k, set w(C i , C i ) = ∞. This marks a cluster as complete and the matching algorithm is forced to return a singleton cycle for this cluster. The algorithm depends on the single parameter T , which is used to estimate whether clusters are too far apart. If the topological weight between two clusters is too large in comparison to the internal weights of at least one of the clusters we conclude that those clusters should not be merged. We agree with the authors of [2] that the algorithm is empirically not highly sensitive to the exact value of T . In case that the roughly expected abundance of clusters is much smaller than the size of the sample (|C| |V |) we suggest to fix
The idea is quite plausible: the parameter has to be perceptibly smaller than the size of a cluster but still large enough to allow merging. 
